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Tips for Engaging with People who Use Violence/Abuse against their Partners1 
 

Be clear that abuse is always unacceptable. 
 

• We know that many people who use violence/abuse against their partners have 
also been victims of abuse/trauma in their own lives. You can recognize and 
acknowledge this without accepting it as an excuse for unacceptable behavior 
and unsafe choices. 

 
• Maintain clear limits, boundaries, policies, and procedures; seek to balance 

engagement with accountability. 
 

Center the safety of their partner and children. 
 

• Do not disclose confidential information that the partner (or child) has shared with 
you without their permission; this can increase safety risks. 

• Use third-party information about the violence whenever possible. 
• Check in frequently with the victimized partner and children about safety. 

 
Hold the person accountable for their behavior. 

 
• “We’re here because the investigator determined that your children aren’t safe in 

your home, and they think that’s partly because of your behavior. I know you 
want to be a good parent, but when you hurt your partner, you also hurt your 
children.” 

 
• Set limits – if the individual is being threatening, disruptive, refusing to answer 

questions, etc. Guidelines for respectful limit-setting include: 
o Clearly point out specific behavior or a specific rule that is being broken. 
o Define unintended impact. 
o Ask for it to change. 
o Describe what the different, appropriate behavior should be. 
o Reaffirm interest and connection. 

 
For example, “I know you are upset, and that this is hard to talk about. However, 
we need to be able to continue this conversation in a way that helps us move 
forward productively. When you behave in this way [describe], it is disruptive. If 

 

1 Source adapted from: 
https://www.futureswithoutviolence.org/userfiles/file/Children_and_Families/TDM_guidel 
ines_Final.pdf 
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PRACTICE TIPS FOR ENGAGING WITH PARTNERS WHO USE VIOLENCE 

 
 

this continues, I’ll have to end the meeting or ask you to leave and document the 
reasons why.” 

 
Affirm that change is possible. 

 
• Be open; start the dialogue, ask questions. 
• Ask what change they want to make. Provide resources to quality services to 

help make those changes. 
• “There’s a place where people with these behaviors can get help and support for 

themselves. It would be a really positive step for you and would demonstrate 
your commitment to being a good parent (and partner).” 

 
Open the dialogue to help engage the person in a process of changing harmful 
behavior. 

 
• Avoid power struggles or debates; hostile confrontation will not be helpful. 
• Be curious (“What’s your perspective about why you’re here today?”) but ensure 

you hold people accountable (“We’re here because there were some safety 
concerns in your home, connected to your behavior.”). 

• Encourage empathy (“What do you think it might have been like for the children 
to see/hear that?” “How do you think your children were affected by what you 
did?”) 

• Use a strengths-based approach; “How do you want your children to remember 
you? What kind of legacy do you want to leave for them?” 
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